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Executive Overview

The demand for talented development and IT teams is

Intellectsoft’s staﬀ augmentation service expedites

higher than ever but sourcing candidates individually is

companies through the traditional staﬃng process and

costly in time and resources. Therefore, short and long-

provides these sought after developers from an in-house

term dedicated teams have become an imperative

technical talent pool. Here we seek to outline the unique

staﬃng need for many enterprise companies and well-

processes and benefits of staﬀ augmentation for

funded startups.

organizations seeking to overcome the shortage of talent
and scale their way towards production.

Introduction

In a time where skills such as .Net, Java, iOS, Android, Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, Ruby, Scala, Xamarin,
python are a scarcity, the prospect of building a winning team of developers that possess these skills
and can work in concert with one another is daunting. Tech companies cannot hope to source, train, and
provide for new staﬀ members during production without risking mounting costs or compromising quality.
Time-to-market cycles are critical for organizations and having a competitive talent advantage can make
the diﬀerence when it comes to delivering truly innovative solutions.

Introduction

The challenges and business risks associated with project outsourcing call for a flexible solution. Intellectsoft’s
answer is staﬀ augmentation. Nine years of experience in the software industry gives Intellectsoft the edge
when it comes to understanding what’s important to clients. The first step was to recognize the common
pitfalls of competing project outsourcing providers which include, but are not limited to:

•

Too many projects from other clients for an outsourcer to focus on

•

Deadlines not being met

•

Disparities in development quality

•

Security risks

Introduction

Intellectsoft’s staﬀ augmentation remedies the flaws that project outsourcing presents
all while creating a better client experience. Here’s how staﬀ augmentation generates
a competitive advantage:
Abundance. An in-house team of over 200

Scalability. Clients can choose to scale their

Flexibility. Companies have diﬀerent needs

Cost-saving. Clients pay for results. The

software professionals fill the current industry

dedicated teams up or down, depending on

and Intellectsoft can deliver results on-site,

traditional staﬃng method of sourcing, hiring,

gap for in-demand skills. From .Net, Java, iOS,

where they are in their production cycle.

oﬀ-site, or a combination of the two. Clients

training, providing benefits and payroll is

Android, Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, Ruby, Scala,

Dedicated teams perform “resource

that opt for the last option get the best of

costly for companies that only want a

AWS, Xamarin, python or C++ experience, the

shadowing” to detect if utilization is above

both worlds in that they have a team that

dedicated team for the span of one project.

breadth of technical experience at

80% and alert the client if another developer

works on-site during local hours and when

Intellectsoft delivers in-house developers

Intellectsoft surpasses the industry standard.

may be needed.

business hours are over in California,

who have been pre-screened and tested on

development continues at Intellectsoft’s

multiple assignments. By circumventing the

oﬃces in Eastern Europe.

typical recruiting process, clients save up to
55% with staﬀ augmentation.

Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.

To succeed in the mobile app industry, your focus should

Nine years ago, we took that philosophy to heart and built

be on the value of the talent you have building your tech.

our company around the people we thought were the

Hardware, while important, is cheap compared to getting

most passionate and forward-thinking in their fields. We

the right people to shape your product and core

now have over 200 of the most committed developers,

businesses. Intellectsoft practices what we preach.

software engineers, DevOps, and IT professionals. We
don’t want to keep them to ourselves though here’s
where you come in.

Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.
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Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.

When a programming language or development skill is in high demand, it
can be diﬃcult for technical hiring managers to fill sought after positions.
Intellectsoft is a global company with access to hundreds of talented
developers in Europe who are already available to augment your full-time
team in the US. We source for experience and relevancy; the skills clients
need most are the ones we have in ample supply.

Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.

Scaling Staﬀ Augmentation

Client Interest

Proposal

Assign an
account
manager to
coordinate
teams

Provide in-house
intellectsoft
candidates (min
3 per position)

Client and
candidates
meet

From 2 days to 2+ weeks, depending
on the type of the position

Determine site
location and
team
arrangements

Team begins
delivering
results

Candidates chosen

When you have a shortage of developers, we can dispatch a dedicated team to serve your business needs, whether it be for a month, a year, or longer. The figure above
shows the pipeline of a staﬀ augmentation assignment, from the proposal to the deployment of the dedicated team. You’ll notice that sourcing isn’t part of the flow and that’s
because all of our candidates are already in-house and ready to deploy. Our employees are carefully recruited, screened, and trained to not only work individually, but as a
part of a team so that they can integrate seamlessly with your in-house staﬀ. It’s a step that’s not only hassle-free for our clients but also eﬃcient in time and money.

Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.

Resource-Shadowing
Scaling Staﬀ Augmentation

Beginning

Middle

End

Scaling shouldn’t just be a one time occurrence, especially if development calls for diﬀerent resources throughout its lifespan.
Intellectsoft can deliver developers at the beginning of a client proposal and continue to augment the dedicated team as
needed. Our teams use a method called “resource shadowing” to follow an active developer, detect if utilization is above 80%,
and alert the client if the team size needs to be adjusted. Of course, scaling works both ways and if you have too many resources
at any point, you can scale the team down to what works for you.

Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.

Flexibility

1.

2.

3.

TEAMS ON-SITE

TEAMS OFF-SITE

HYBRID APPROACH
COMBINATION OF THE
ABOVE

There are three options, all with your needs in mind. Seven global oﬃces allow us to
dispatch a dedicated team to your project site, work remotely from our European oﬃces,
or even implement a combination of the two if you like face-time but still want an extra
pair of hands across the pond.

Scale Talent, Not Infrastructure.

Flexibility
The hybrid option gives you a unique advantage over competitors. You’ll have a team who
can interact and take leads from you in person and when the business day ends, a team in
our overseas oﬃce will work while you rest. You can sleep and wake up to something
amazing because with Intellectsoft, the sun never sets on your business.

Local Team
10 AM

Oﬀ-Shore Team
5 PM

Local Team (USA)

2 AM

Oﬀ-shore team (Europe)

9 AM

Don’t Pay For Overhead To Get Ahead

You pay for the resources you need during the span of our service. Intellectsoft’s staﬀ
augmentation saves you time and money when compared to traditional staﬃng processes
since we’ve already curated some of the best talent in the industry.
Sourcing, recruiting, training, and retaining teams takes time. With staﬀ augmentation, you get immediate access to skilled and
experienced software developers that meet your needs and allow you to grow suddenly or exponentially. Our full-time employee (FTE)
placement approach has delivered up to 55% cost savings when compared to traditional recruiting, on-boarding, and relocation services.
We provide our employees with insurance, paid leave, and benefits (18-25% of payroll costs alone) so you can avoid those administration
costs and focus on your passion project.
Staﬀ augmentation has proven to be a lean, cost-saving service that allows you to pay for the skills you need only when you need them.

Intellectsoft At Work

Developing a competitive advantage calls for aligning software solutions with your
business strategy. We’ve been able to do that for over 500 clients and since no two
assignments are the same, we credit our success to the breadth of experience our staﬀ
augmentation teams have to oﬀer. Our all-star clients include:

Intellectsoft At Work

Intellectsoft At Work

Customer Relations Management: Cirruspath
This client asked for an iOS solution for their successful sales tool, Cirrus Insight.
Challenge: The app had an unusual level of complexity since its range of features come with a high level of
functionality. Integrating these features across 60 screens and optimizing additional functions into a mobile
email client required an extraordinary dedicated team.
Solution: A team of nine developers took on the challenge and created an email platform with built-in,
advanced CRM function. The app initially supported iPhone and eventually snowballed to be compatible with
iPads and all email systems. Cirrus Insight now ranks as the highest rated app for integrating Salesforce with
a user’s mobile email inbox. Our work didn’t stop there though; Intellectsoft continues to monitor and perform
QA on the app through our dedicated team.

Intellectsoft At Work

Transportation: Eurostar
The high-speed passenger train service came to us for a web and mobile application to help its enterprise and
customers.
Challenge: The sheer quantity of customers (10.5 million passengers annually) and transactions (8,000 per day)
that surrounded the product called for one that was as beautiful as it was reliable. The app needed to address
enterprise needs (collect journey data) as well as customer convenience (up-to-date arrival times) so keeping both
in mind was crucial in delivering a product as integral to Western Europe as its transport service.
Solution: Our dedicated development team seamlessly built an employee-facing cloud solution on top of the
existing application. Called Eurostar iTM, the tool allowed train conductors to manage an entire train with a single
app. Addressing customer needs, developing journey reports, and even ordering taxis for their passengers all
became possible for train managers and it only took a few taps with their fingertips. The app boosted productivity
and reporting accuracy all while solidifying a partnership between Eurostar and Intellectsoft for ideas to come.
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Consumer Safety: Fortune 500 Semiconductor Chip Maker
A multinational tech company approached Intellectsoft to help write a software development kit (SDK) for a
smart car seat chest clip:
Challenge: Nothing is easy when children are concerned, especially when it comes to their safety.
Intellectsoft was tasked with developing a software kit to analyze complex diagnostics like temperature,
distance from the clip, and movement (to tell if the car was parked).
Solution: The Intellectsoft team took control of development and created a high-quality SDK and mobile app
that connected the chest clip to parents’ phones. The app notified a child’s parents when a car was parked
and the phone’s location grows further from the vehicle yet the smart clip was still clipped in. The SDK was
developed to also allow third party apps to use the software.

Why Intellectsoft?

We speak solutions.
We provide global solutions through our expert and highly cost-eﬀective staﬀ
augmentation service. With clients from all around the world, we know how crucial it is to
have a team diverse in experience, yet powerful in development and IT skills. We model
and build software that accommodate the needs of our enterprise clients. To accomplish
this, we make accessibility our business strategy.
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